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W ritten for R a n g e l e y L a k e s :

TH E SU B -A Q U A -T E L E P H O N T IC
By Which a Rangeley Camp Proprietor
Keeps Posted on the Whereabouts
of the Trout.
A most unique invention has been gotten
up by Capt. Billy Soule, the famed pro
prietor of Pleasant Island Camps, in Cupsuptic Lake. Those of his guests, who
have had the pleasure of looking through
his sanctum, enjoyed the many ingenious
and curious objects to be seen there, as
well as watching Billy at his work. It is
very doubtful if, among all the visitors,
there was a single one who gave more
than a hasty glance at the common look
ing box in one corner, or mistrusted that
the clock wheels, coils of wire, &c., were
more than a chance collection of odds and
ends that had been carelessly dropped
into the nearest receptacle. Yet that
identical box contains what has taken
years of hard study, patience and perseverence to perfect. During the summer
season, when the visitors have been enjoy
ing the restful sleep, always to be found
at these camps, Billy might have been
discovered, in his workshop, hard at his
work. A t times he was nearly discour
aged, and on the point of giving up. The
object for which he was searching seemed
to be as far away as when he first began.
But feeling that he was working in the

right direction, he kept on with the same
persistency that he would-exercise if fol
lowing the trail of a moose.
Success has crowned his labors, and
Billy has accomplished the previously un
heard of achievement. He has learned
the trout language! Not only that, but
he has taught them a system of telegraphy,
or, sub-aqua-telephonetic.
The difficulties to be overcome can hardly
be comprehended; the trout could not live
out of water, and Billy could not live in
it, so each had to work and study in their
respective elements.
The first conception of this wonderful
discovery, came in this way: Billy had
captured several fine trout before the sea
son had opened. These were kept in a
cage and each day g^ven food. The beauty
of the lot, acted' in a peculiar manner,
which attracted the attention of their
captor. It would swim up to the surface
of the water, look imploringly into the
face of Billy, shake and nod its head,
move its mouth as though talking. Then
it would approach one of its companions
and the tw o would evidently carry on an
animated conversation. A t its close this
particular trout would again come to the
surface and seemingly attempt to talk
with the now astonished Billy.
Then began the study. Of course speech
was out of the question; some other
method must be adopted, and finally
something similar to a kindergarten school
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was opened. The teacher was a scholar, language. The fish or his progenitors
and the scholar was a teacher. An alpha had been pupils of the celebrated Izaak
bet was arranged and held so that the Walton, .md were still using the spelling
fish could see the letters. Then Billy, of that day, “ fys she,” in modern times,
pointing to himself, touched the letters, was simply fish, and “ bru te,” was brute,
m-a-n. This was repeated several times, not a very complimentary title Billy
the trout paying the closest attention. thought. But the trout was evidently
Then the letters, t-r-o-u -t, were touched much pleased for he was wagging his tail
and the finger pointed to the fish.
and had a broad grin on his face.
Quite a drill of this kind was gone
After this he worked early and late, and
through, then the alphabet was suspended succeeded. He found the fish language
in the water and Billy, pointing to him easier to learn than it was to teach them
self, motioned for the trout to spell the his. He g ot on swimmingly with theirs,
word. It was some time before the pretty but the trout got stranded trying his.
fish “ caught on,” but suddenly he seemed
The means of communication were too
to get the idea and, swimming to the card, complicated and difficult to be of use, and
touched with his nose these letters, paus then it was that Billy put on his thinkinging in the movement so as to divide them cap and went deep into an invention to
into tw o words, thus, “ b-r-u t-e.” Billy simplify matters.
shook his head and the fish again touched
Having a dynamo and quantities of
the same letters, but with no better suc electrical material he sepw that through
cess than before.
this medium a line could be established,
The card was taken from the water and partly on the telegraphic system, partly
the letters forming “ trout” touched, then as a telephone and considerably on ideas
pointing to the fish and nodding his head of his own. As a result, they now spend
Billy again hung the alphabet for the hours in conversation, slow of necessity,
trout to spell. He “ nosed/ the same let but interesting nevertheless. A bell, on
ters but floted back a few inches looked at either end of the line, calls attention, and
Billy and gravely shook his head. Then is answered in .the same way. The alpha
he advanced and touched the the lettei-s, bet is divided into four rows, of six letters
making these tw o words “ f-y-s s-h-e,” each, arranged horizontally, and when
and doubling up pointed with his tail to one is pressed forward till it makes con
himself.
nection with the me^al back of it, the cor
With a yell of joy Billy threw high in responding letter at the other end of the
the air his cap, he had discovered the l
[Concluded on page 4],
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The ice cutters on the mill pond have
A. M. Greenwood, a few years ago, in
been busy this week.
vented a foot-power wheel, which he had
The ice cutting has commenced.
Samuel Hano, of Boston, was at Phil patented. He is about putting it on the
market.
lips
Hotel, Saturday.
Mrs. Rand Harden is improving.
Seth E. Beedy, Esq., of Fa'rmington, is
Charles Miner’s baby, who lias been
The poplar shipments have ceased.
to visit Phillips in a few days to talk
critically ill, is much improved.
telephone business. He proposes to build
C. E. Beedy, of Lewiston, was in town
From 10 to 15 cars pulp w ood go over
a line from Phillips to Strong to connect
Friday.
the Sandy River road each day.
with the Kingfield line through to Farm
The long-runner has been up over the
O.
W. Russell has been moving his campington. There is now one telephone line,
road again.
outfit to his new camp on Long Pond.
working under a charter; can a second one
John Matthews, of Farmington, was in
W. W. Austin, principal of the High be put in without also obtaining a char
town Thursday.
School, drove to Farmington, Friday ter.
Herbert S. Wing, Esq., of Kingfield, was P. M.
From the clerk’ s books it is learned
in town Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hildreth Staples, of Dix- that during the year ended Dec. 31, 1895,
Mrs. Chas. Hinkley has been quite ill field, are visiting at James W. Butter there were 22 deaths and 14 marriages in
field’s.
town. It is very evident people do not,
with a severe cold.
Up to Saturday’s snow storm there was as yet, fully understand the laws requir
Dr. C. L. Toothaker, returned from
good skating on the river near Bangs ing all births reported, as Clerk Parker
Boston Thursday.
says not one has been reported. There is
Spruce pulp is being brought in by a Island.
a penalty in case of failure to notify the
Rev. W. W. Ranney exchanges with
large number of teams.
town clerk, and when the selectmen make
Rev.
E.
R.
Smith
of
Farmington
next
Orrin Tufts, Esq., of Kingfield was at
their annual visit, for assessing, it will
Sunday.
Phillips Hotel last week.
probably be looked into.
The Methodist Circle will meet with Mr.
The “ Last Assembly” was not largely
and Mrs. Will Ross next Friday evening,
BE SURE YOU ARE RIGHT.
attended, it was too cold.
February 7.
Ed. Greenwood is on the street again,
Will Hoyt, the Phillips marble worker, Yotinir Men In Business Should Be Snre
but not able to begin wrork.
Before Going Ahead.
will erect a fine monument for the late
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Small, of Kingfield,
One of the many important points to be
Chas. Smith.
impressed upon the understanding of a
were over Thursday to the Grand Army
W. H. McKeen will have charge of the subordinate, and one that the manager
social.
alterations at the Mooselookmeguntic should be snre is understood, is that noth
Mrs. Emma Greenwood was quite ill
ing should be attempted unless the idea is
House, Haines Landing.
last week for a day or two but is conva
perfectly clear.
Mrs. Geneva Beedy of Auburn, is visit
lescing.
But rather than appear dull of appre
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert hension the assenting reply is given when
Mrs. Solomon Dunham, of Madrid, has
Plummer, at West Phillips.
the idea is very vague.
been visiting at Chas. D. Hinkley’ s for a
“ My first position entailing any respon
The Baptist Social Union will not meet
few days.next wreek, but the ladies are planning to sibility,” said a retired merchant, “ was to
The Sandy River R. R. Co. are still
make payments of the city bills, which our
have a supper in Bates Hall the following house settled monthly. My duties consist
getting out granite for use on their road in
week, the date of which will be given ed in taking the statements and the
the spring.
hereafter.
amount which the bookkeeper prepared
Rev. W. A. Nottage is to deliver the
Quite a large number attended the pie and placed in a small hand satchel. Some
Memorial Day address for Cushman Post,
supper aud entertainment at the Grange times I would have only f 50, again $200
or $300. On my first trip tho cashier count
G. A. R., May 30.
Hall Friday evening. After the supper ed the money, footed the statements and
Blue Mountain Lodge, F. & A. M., has a was disposed of an entertainment con sist-!
handed me the satchel, cautioning mo
special meeting Friday evening February ing of readings, singing and declamations j
about taking receipts for mbnby paid out
14, Fellow Craft work.
was given.
and not to pay out more than tho state
Birch, poplar and spruce are being
An old fashioned moving bee, era a ments called for. It was considered quite
rushed in. The snow is getting thin in small scale, was seen Monday morning. > an honor to mako those monthly trips, and
therefore when I was called into office I
places from so much use.
Ansel Dill had bought a small stable on j was very proud indeed, tho elation some
Rev. Mr. Ranney attended the funeral the Golder lot and had Elbridge and what turning my head. After I had start
of Mrs. Phebe Cushman instead of Rev. Chas. O. Dill, with their teams moving it | ed I found I was dreadfully hazy on some
points, but my pride would not pormit
Mr. Fultz, as reported in our last.
to his farm.
The King’ s Daughters will meet Thurs
Cashier Field, of the Phillips National my return to the office. I made several pay
ments and was congratulating myself on
day evening, Feb. 7th, with Mrs. W ill Bank, says the offer his bank has made j my business abilities when I came to a
Skofield. Quotations and readings from for 814,000 worth of the new issue of bonds store where the clerk who received the
is at such a figure that they will pay as money said, ‘ Sec hero, young man, this
Whittier will be given.
There are not evenings enough in the an investment and is a higher price than . calls for $35, not $25.’ Ho was very dicta
torial, so much so that I thought'he must
week for all the societies and entertain the bond syndicate has formerly paid.
be very high in authority, so I trembling
ments. Last Tuesda3T evening there was1 A t the Grange entertainment, Friday j ly handed over $10 more and hurriedly
a dance, a social and the Odd Fellows' evening, Billy Goyner, of Redington, gave thrust the receipt he gave mein tho satch
regular meeting.
an exhibition of bone playing which was el and got out as quick as I could. Of
••Young Mrs. W inthrop,” which is to be far above the work of the average min course, v,-ben I came to 1the last ijiian I
given next mouth, for the benefit of the strel expert. Goyner has had several - was $10 short—-a contin gemsy that had
not occnUTod to nn3. Co nsidera lily (srestKing’s Daughters, is one of Bronson offers to go on the roa d with different
fallen, I returni3d to the offico andimado
H oward's most successful plays. It has shows, but prefers to stick to his every j my state)ne tit. Innigino nay e<bustern;luIod
been given in the large cities and towns all day work around the mill. His work Fri- j when I ’wasshown the r■eceip* give n mo
over the United States and Canada, and day evening was enthusiastically encored, j by my pompous friemd for $25 ! W hen 3was
the $10? Well, I paid over1my own in
once had a run of 1,500 nights in London.
to make up the) silortage), hiit the h
A SOCIOLOGICAL IXEPARTUItE.
was worl:h all it cos>t.” —Ilard ware.
with the times in the matter of socials.
Commencing Monday evening, Feb. 10th, !
Hereafter, through tho winter, tke .social and continuing till Friday evening, inc.lu-1
Self H ardening; Steal.
is to be one of the features o f their meet sive, there will be held at Union Church, j Tho employment of self hardening steel
ings. Last Thursday, after the regular a series of meetings having for their object is said to he rapidly extending. It is char
business had been transacted, the- tables tho discussion of “ Five Practical Thames.” i acterized as a kind ot steel which is hard
were set and a jolly crowd gathered about The program includes addresses by a num when in its normal .state, as it cooks nat
them. Later others came and a pro ber of well-known people, each address to i urally in the atmosphere, there being no
necessity of quenching it in water or of
gramme,' which had been prepared, was be followed by a discussion led by a mem- j cooling it rapidly from a red heat in any
given. Rev. Mr. Nottage made a few re ber of the Young Peoples’ Union. The j manner. It becomes soft enough to ho shap
marks,also Comrades Hinkley aud McKeen. or.ogram is as follows:
ed into simple forms when redhot, is of a
I
| nature that will not pmiuro a white heat,
N. P. Noble, Esq., gave a very pleasing Monday
Evening, ,‘ T h e Family, ”
\
description of his recent visit to thebattleAddress by Rev. C. A . Greek. and is at a much higher temperature at
ffields of Lookout Mountain, Chickamauga
Followed by E .R . Toothaker. such heat than wrought iron is when it is
equally luminous, and throws a dark rod
and Missionary Ridge. This was inter Tuesday Evening, ‘'Health and Disease,”
spark from the emery wheel when there is
Address by H . B. Palmer, M. D.
spersed with historical accounts of the
much carbon in its composition. Accord
Followed by Mrs. Abbie Tyler.
battles and was very interesting, not only
ing to Spaulding, the well known writer
to the old veterans, who knew from sad W ednesday Evening. '‘S ociety,”
on metallurgy, it appears that wherever
Address by Rev. E. R. Smith.
experience what war was, but to the
this kind of steel is used it overcomes in a
Followed by Andrew Saw yer.
short time tho prejudico which its employ
others as well. Miss Annie Timberlake Thursday Evening. "Education.”
ment generally meets. Thus tool dressers
was enthusiastically greeted in her read
Address by Rev. E. R. Stearns.
aro said to be not favorably disposod to
ings, “ Long A g o” and ‘ The Gobbleuns
Followed by A .M . Greenwood.
ward it at tho start, because it is very hard
’ ll Get Y ou .” Other recitations by Jodie Friday Evening, “ The Church and the Tow n.”
to work into shape tfpon the anvil, and
Addresses by Revs. W . A . N ottage
Hanscom, Martha Hanscom, Henry True,
nothing whatever can be done in the way
and W . H. Fultz.
Edna True and Dalia Voter. Sabre exer
of cutting or bending it when it is cold.
Followed by Miss Sarah Toothakercise by Ezra McKeen, singing by the
After the tool comes back to bo dressed
school quartette, and a little banjo music
Rev. W. W . Ranney is chairman of the over thoro is danger that defects may bo
by Chas. Hammons.
committee from the Young People’ s Union. disclosed upon reheating.—New York Sun.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.

ANTARCTIC POSSIBILITIES.

Explorer Borchgrevlnk Thinks There May
Be a Future For Commerce There.

The recent Antarctic expedition was a
tommereial one, and commercially it was
n failure, because we did not find the rightwhale, so valuable for its whalebone. The
Antarctic was fitted out for the hunt of
that particular kind of whale; neverthe
less I have no doubt that the commercial
result of the expedition would have been
much better had we worked under more
favorable auspices.
I do not by any means consider the fact
of our not having met with the right
whale in those seas as conclusive^ proof of
their nonexistence in the bay at Victoria
Land. The Antarctic found the right
whale at Campbell island in the winter
time; the boats fastened to five of them,
of which, however, only one was caught.
Now, to me it does not seem improbable
that these whales go south to the bay of
Victoria Land, where Ross saw them, in
the summer, and return north in the win
ter. It would seem incredible that a mau
of Sir James Ross’ standing, supported as
he was by able scientists and experienced
whalers, should have made a grave error
when he said that this valuable whale was
to be found in large numbers in those
southern latitudes.
The difference in tho appearance of the
bine Whale, as we found it there, and the
right whale, in the method of spouting, is
so striking that even tho most casual ob
server could not easily bo deceived. W ery
possibly, had we penetrated farther into
the large open bay discovered by Ross in
the vicinity of the volcano peaks Erebus
and Terror, we, too, would have found the
right whale in great numbers. We saw
very many blue whales, but had not the
appliances to take them.
As I remarked at tho international geo
graphical congress, we found few seals.
They increased, however, in number as
We worked eastward, and seemed afraid
of the land. All of the seals that we met
on the shore showed much uneasiness, and
speedily made for the water, a fact which
strengthened my belief in the existence of
a large enemy of the soal on tho conti
nent. I do not doubt that the seals con
gregate together in larger numbers at.
some places on tho bay.
I consider tho guano beds which we dis
covered of great commercial importance,
and they ought to be well worth the at
tention of enterprising business men. The
specimen which I brought back with me
contains a large percentage of ammonia.
Furthermore, from the analysis of the
specimen of rock which I brought back
with mp, tho possible and probable presence
of valuable minerals on the continent is
proved, although the lava and the volcanic
aspect of the coast line do not speak fa
vorably for the presence of heavy metals
near the surface.— G. E. Borchgrevink in
Century.
H e Had. a Snap.

“ I was a stockholder in the first rail
road ever built in Oregon,” said a veteran
Wall street man, “ and it was a snap. The
re.ad was
Streeit in Pm•fclai:id. .It was
bililt in 18Gil anc11-oad, rolliuf? st;oek;md
m ules cos;t ion ly a little mo)?o ti:tan $20. Ctoo.
It was a ]milo Ion and evesry n)an.
nan
3d child; tlhaib rode>that infile 1iad to ccmio
UCiwn wit h
cer 5. The:COwore only six
ockhoid
andit.he first;Vcar \yo paid for
ided ncnrly
iev road amet
•0,000 in
pi
n t know
Wi
hat a g ood
thling wc [i£M3, zmd wherL in
164, J3eh
c(l us) $200,i100 for it, ciish,
h ollidny
WG-mj and go Id itj to him. I
\vo, like f
wish I ha
nov ’’—New•York i3un.
ilexit Cab CaIJs.
One of thIQ 1late.sfc invent ionsi in connection with the electric light is a silent cab
call. Several clubs and hotels in London
have already been supplied with this use
ful commodity. Two lamps arc suspended
outside the building, one red and the other
green, and by pressing a knob in the en 
trance hall one or other of the lamps can
be lit at will. 'The red light calls a four
wheeler and the green a hansom. —Hard
ware.

The chief objection formerly made to
military service was that men were re
quired to do the work of servants and la
borers rather than of soldiers. This ob
jection has beon in groat part removed.
Tho palace of the kings, Babylon, was
700 yards square and had walls 8 feet
thick.
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
n jijis iJ -u is u i-r L r iT ^
F L O W E R S IN W I N T E R .

I to four weeks is required to perfect their
! blossoms and that they remain in bloom
for nearly the same length of time, it will
readily be seen why they are so desirable.
And there is such a variety to choose
from. The double or Dutch hyacinths are
very satisfactory, but they are not as
graceful as their Roman cousins, nor is
their fragrance so delicate. But this is a
matter of taste, and if one does not care
for hyacinths, she may have jonquils, nar
cissus, crocus, tulips, and others “ too
numerous to mention,” though the hya
cinth family is best adapted for all around
culture.
So if your cherished house plants like
the “ barren fig tree” will give you “ noth
ing but leaves,” place among them bulbs
of different kinds, and never again will
you be forced to say, “ We do not expect
to have flowers in winter.”

The love of flowers is so universal that
anything relating to them is usually of
interest to a large class of readers.
I do not think that we really care more
for the few flowers of winter, than for
those that bloom on every side in summer,
but the rarity of the first makes them
seem more precious than the profusion of
the latter.
We prize most that which costs us the
greatest labor, and accordingly if we can
coax a few blossoms to appear when snow
lies deep over field and garden, it gives us
more satisfaction than many timefe their
Life Made Easier.
number would when our labor is much
BY K E E P IN G
THE
F IN G E R S
BU SY W H E N
easier: It is not that “ we love Caesar less,
T H E M IN D IS ID L E .
but Rome more.” How delighted are we
There are ways by which a woman may
to receive from a distant friend a gift of
flowers when cold winds whistle around make life easier for herself.
One way, writes Margery Daw, is to
our doors, and there is not the faintest
sign of spring in the wintry landscape. do some of our summer sewing now.
How carefully every blossom is watched Much good time is thrown away by al
that it may last as longf as possible and lowing the hands to remain idle while
how reluctantly we throw them away at gossiping.
Of course there are people whom one
last.
But months pass on, ••the time of the must receive with impressive formality.
singing of birds is come” and flowers of All the business of existence, except find
every hue are springing in abundance. ing out what is the visitor’ s opinion of
Every day great masses are gathered to the weather and the prospect of war, must
beautify our liom^s. replacing those that be ignoi'ed. Under such circumstances to
are scarcely less fresh, but which must be sew would be to offend.
But when your intimates call, why not
thrown aside to make room for others.
It is not that we do not prize them, only let the fingers busy themselves with such
that like many of the common blessings of simple articles as every one needs, and
life, they come in such abundance that we most of us think that we have not time to
do? And, the occupation would not inter
have hardly time to appreciate them.
But our northern summers are very fere with the saying of a g6od word for
brief, and soon the chilly evenings remind any one whom it might help.
Commend us to the sewing habit! And
us that if we would carry a little of the
summer brightness into the winter that when the sultry summer days are upon us
we shall be able to keep cool and comfort
is before us, we must make preparations.
And then comes perplexity, for the able, serene in the consciousness of bureau
choice house plants that have been spend drawers full of such: little things as trans
ing the season out of doors have enjoyed form a simple frock into a charming gown.
their freedom by expanding to twice their
Osie Autograph, 50 Cents.
former size.' They were never more beauti- ■
ful and we would like them all.
•A N O V E L A N D V E R Y P R E T T Y ID E A O F K A T E
Fortunate are those to whom space is
DOUGLASS W IG G IN .
not a matter of consideration, and ■whose
Kate Douglass Wig-gin has a novel and
houses arc proof against frost. These clever idea in dispensing her autograph.
suggestions are not-for them, but rather She sends out to all askers therefor a
for those who do not wish to give up all little card bearing a quotanioh from one
of the windows to their plants and yet of her popular stories and her signature.
can not be without a few.
With this is folded up a printed slip also
From the abundance of your garden signed by her. This is delightfully written
choose those that you most prize, for we and says, in effect, that she is glad to send
all have our favorites, and then, instead of the “ inclosed card to any reader of her
allowing the others to perish, bestow work, both because appreciation is pleas
them on some less fortunate person, either ant and also because it enables her to ask
for “ keeps” as the boys say, or for a win a favor it return.” “ If you a rea child,”
ter home as is often done.
she goes on to say, “ will you send twentyAnd now comes an experience that all five cents; if an adult, fifty cents” to a
flower lovers pass through. For a few certain free kindergarten in which Mrs.
weeks after being brought in the plants Wiggin is interested. Some one who re
bloom in a delusive fashion, and then re ceived such a missive wrote in forwarding
main dormant for a long time after, and the requested amount of money that he
though making a brave show of leaves, devoutly wished all celebrities would
blossom they will not till the winter is far. adopt the same rule, and let it be under
gone. It is just here that bulbs of various stood, as in all cases, the honest auto
kinds prove useful allies, and give such graph-seeker would feel that he was buy
perfect satisfaction, that to know them ing what he wanted, and have no such deli
once is to love them forever after. Some cacy as at present in making his wishes
day when examining the store of bulbs known.
tucked securely away in a dark corner of
the cellar, you find a little white point
To Clean Dainty Handkerchiefs.
pricking through the soil. This means, “ I
A SUGGESTION THAT MAY PROVE OF VALUE
should like to see the light,” and accord
TO MANY WOMEN.
ingly they are brought into a sunny room
We dislike to give our daintiest and best
and after a day or tw o are allowed a
place in the window. There is such handkerchiefs to the ordinary washer
pleasure in seeing them grow, all they ask woman, says a writer in Harpers Bazar,
is air, water, and sunshine. No unpleas and yet how can we care for them ouiant insects find a home on their smooth, selves? These dainty bits of cambrics
shining leaves, and the buds, which appear and lace need a French cleaner’ s care, we
almost immediately, have nothing to pre decide; but that, is an extravagant way,
vent their perfect developement; and per when we can give them the same crisp
fect they are when the blossoms, white, freshness as a French cleaner; and with
pink, purple or yellow* as the nature of out irons or starch, and without any
the plant may be, cluster in rich profusion trouble or work.
op aud down, the slender stalks;
: - >. - , Soak the handkerchief. in warm water
and soap first, then rttb very gently and
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rinse well. Polish your bureau mirror,
and place the right side of your handker
chief against it. It is wet and will cling.
Make the edges straight, and rub gently
until the handkerchief clings to the mirror
and is perfectly smoooth. Leave until en
tirely dry, and then peel it off, and your
handkerchief will have a crisp freshness
like new.
Woman as a Hostess.
Whatever the aesthetic or sensuous at
tractions, the ultimate fact is, that when
people assemble socially they meet to
talk. In popular definition “ sociable”
means “ conversation,.” and “ unsocial”
means “ silence.” The success of any so
cial gathering will be largely decided by
the prevailing spirit of the conversation.
And in this, more than in any other fea
ture of the occasion, the personality of
the hostess should appear. No matter
how many gifted conversationalists there
may be present, she should not permit an
outsider to create the atmosphere of her
house. Even the most diffident woman,
who glides unobtrusively through a
throng elsewhere, should courageously
assert herself when the responsibility of
entertaining rests upon her. In her ad
mirable fearlessness she may recall the
terse self-announcement of Rob Roy,
“ My foot is on my native heath, and my
name is MacGregor.” —Ladies’ Home
Journal.
CHOCOLATE

I

CATCH A L L .

A unique catch-all is made from a huge
tin cup. This is covered with canvas
stretched close over it and fastened. A
silken bag is made for the top, and closes
with draw strings. The handle of the cup
is covered with ribbon, and this is tied in
a bow. On the canvas embroider the
following:
I am a useful article.
A s any one may see;
Don’t search for things a particle,
Just find them here in me.
TO W A SH O R N A M E N T E D GLASS.

Great care must be exercised in washing
glass ornamented with g*>ld. Use only
castile soap and do not Have the suds
strong. Wash one piece at a time and
wipe immediately.

Job Printin
NEATLY EXECUTED,

P IE .

Chocolate pies are very nice and make
an agreeable change. For one pie take
one-half square of Baker’s unsweetened
chocolate, one and one-half cups of sweet
milk, two eggs, one-half cup of sugar, two
even teaspoonfuls of cornstarch, or three
of flour, and one teaspoonfui vanilla.
(Some prefer it without the vanilla).
Mix the starch or flour with a little of the
milk and put the remainder heating in a
double boiler [if a double boiler is not at
li'and use a small kettle of hot water].
Beat the yolks of eggs to a cream with
the sugar and put'the chocolate in a cup
placed in boiling water. When the milk
is hot, add the thickening and stir until
smooth, then stir in the egg and sugar.
Stir slowly until the egg is cooked 'to a
smooth cream, remove from the fire and And now you’ ll be wanting a sleigh to.
add the melted chocolate and vanilla. replace the old and worn-out one you’ve
When cooled a little, bake with only an
undercrust. Beat the whites of the eggs been using. I have a fine line of
to a 'stiff froth, add six tablespoonfuls of
sugar, one at a time, and when the pie is
done, frost, and return to the oven to
brown lightly.
I. M. H.
Phillips.
«
And feel sure that I can please you on

At

HOW

TO

M AKE

A

CARD

R E C E IV E R

OUT OF

SACH ET RAGS.

A pretty card receiver, says the Boston
Globe, is made from three sachet bags.
Before stuffing them make,at the bottom
of each bag two pockets—that is, simply
put a straight band of silk ribbon across
the bottom and stitch it down in the
centre. This will form tw o pockets, in
which cards may be slipped. If wished,
the pockets may be ornamented with
something like this:
Tiny tattle tales are we,
Telling whom your callers be.

or
Nothing but bits of pasteboard,
And yet what a comfort to some,
W hen we tell to the one in waiting
That the waited for has come.

T h is

both the.goods and the prices.

Get my

figures before you purchase elsewhere.

W. J. ROSS,
F F IL F IF S ,

M A IN E .

New
B la e k sm i

Shop.

W alker& Lulkin

AN OLD DISH IN A NEW FORM.

Having purchased the business and good-wifi
If any of the readers of the corner like the of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
humble but gay looking carrot, this way of fully announce that they are prepared to do
serving them may be as novel as it was to
the writer. Wash, and boil or steam car
rots till very tender, remove the skin, cut
fine and add butter, pepper and salt as you
Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’ experience
would for squash or turnips.
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
M rs. H. P. D.
wood-worker *for many years, and both thor,
In last^ week’ s paper the tw o supper oughly understand their business,
We respectfully solicit a share of patronage.
dishes referred to were the rice cakes and
potato cakes, though the delicious lemon
L. W alker,
E. C . Lufkin,
pie would of course make a pleasing finish Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill;
for that meal.
RANGELEY, MAINE

General Blacksmithing
& Carriage Repairing.

RANGELEY 1 LAKES

4
Rangeley Lakes.
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AND
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Editors and Proprietors.

Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Office,

tutions, is the sunfmer visitor. The vast
sums paid out annually by them does its
share toward^ the increased deposits. To
slightly
digress
from
the
subject.
This year is to see the travel to the Rangeleys, doubled; that means double tire
money paid out here. A Savings Bank in
Rangeley may result from this within a
very short time.
’ T W IX T YOU AND M E.

as Second Class Matter.

Parrots are to be put to a practical use
in Germany. They have been introduced
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, *1.00 Per Year int'o the railway' stations and trained to
call out the name while the trains stand
In Advance.
there, and thus save the people the trouble
of making inquiries.
D e v o t e d to t h e I n t e r e s t s o f t h e W h o l e
Next year we can put the cuckoos to
R a n & le y L a k e s R eg io n .
some good use.
Prof. Wright, of Yale, is getting in some
ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and will
points that discount the recent discovery
be made known on application.
of Prof. Roentgen, of Vienna. The two
succeed in photographing objects through
Address all communications to
opaque substances. This discovery will
Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley. Maine. be useful in obtaining the interior parts of
! supposed infernal machines sent parties.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y . F e b . 6, 1896.

We have received from the publishers a
copy of “ The Waterville Evening M ail,”
the latest comer in the field of Maine daily
newspaperdom.
The first number ap
peared Jan. 29th and gives promise of a
lively, readable sheet which will do much
to boom Waterville.

The President is about to send another
message to Congress on the subject of
their inaction. To_^ave time, he had bet
ter have one of his old ones posted in the
Senate and House, then simply, like the
man Who was to lazy to repeat his
prayers, call attention to them with
i “ Them’ s my sentiments.”

I

T h e (ir o tm d N ut A gain .
To the Editors of Ttangelev Lakes:

In your last issue I noticed a communi
cation headed “ What is the real ground
nut?” and signed D. D. In this communi
cation I find this statement, “ Now the
Apios tuberosa isn’ t found in this locality,
so, of course can’ t be included in the list.”
I have found this plant growing in Phil
lips, and if it grows in Phillips why not in
Rangeley ? If not found in abundance it
may be one of the strongest proofs that it
is the ground nut meant, having become
rare by extermination.
Of this plant W ood ’ s Botany says: “ To'
the root are appended oval, fleshy tubers
which are very nutritious, and would per
THE SUB-AQUA-TELEPHONTIC.
haps be cultivated had we >not the po
[Continued from page 1],
ta to.”
line is put in motion, swinging back and
While visiting in Lewiston a few sum forward. Billy, of course uses his fingers
mers ago a friend took me to her door to in sending his message, while the trout
show me an ornamental vine which she punches them with his nose. It is amus
had purchased in the spring, paying one ing to see him at work. He darts back
dollar for it. I recognized it as the Apios and forth with great speed, pausing be
tuberosa, and told her it was lovely, but tween the words for a few seconds and
a wild vine. A day or tw o after we visited touches the bell signal at the close of a
Mt. Gile near Lake Auburn. As we came sentence, or when his message is done.
down the mountain we looked away to In receiving a message he is perfectly
the right and there we saw the beautiful quiet, save for the motion of his fins to
vine she had purchased growing in wild |keep him in position, and his eye igs. seen
luxuriance, covering the mountain sides to dart from one letter to another as lie
with its green leaves and racemes of dark spells opt the words. When some funny
purple flowers.
message is sent he puts on a droll smile
If the woods of Rangeley were ever as and wiggles his tail energetically.
thickly covered with this vine as were the
The fish acts as a sort of a scout. When
sides of Mt. Gile. there would be no need a stray visitor appears in Cupsuptic lake
that any should go hungry. There would he flies to the sub-aqua-telepho-netic and
be enough and to spare.
A.
signals. As soon a s . lie is answered he
Phillips, Feb. 3, lb96.
sends something like this. “ Gre at fys she

It was a Pittsfield youth about whom
the following is told. He was a ^ittle fel
low but he had his wits about him and his
eyes open when the contribution plate was
NOT GROUND NUTS AT ALL.
passed at church. On the way home his
Mr. Editor: I have seen so many ver
mother was finding fault with the sermon,
whereupon the boy piped up: ••Well moth sions of the “ ground nut.” that kept the
early settlers of Rangeley alive. 1 am of
er. what could you expect for a cent?”
the opinion the trouble comes from a mis
oar,
The Bangor News prophet has this to understanding of what Deacon H
whose family subsisted on them, really
say about the coming winter:
••Well now. look here! I’ m a friend of said. I have no doubt, if the mediums
yours, and I'll give you a straight tip. could be induced to ask of his ethereal
Don't you pay any attention to that body what it was, the reply would be
Some, perhaps, w ood
The term of Game Commissioner Thomas Candlemas rot. Don’ t bet a cent on it. “ ground hogs.”
H. Wentworth will expire in April. There As they say in the provinces, 'You hear chuck this information in the waste basket,
are numerous candidates for the place, but tom e!’ Y o u know that I didn’ t buy any but I think it worthy a place among the
considering the action of Gov. Cleaves in snowshovel until late in January don’ t many solutions of the mystery, that have
W.
reappointing Commissioners Oak and you? Well, now t won’ t buy any spring been given.
Stanley, it seems quite probable that he suit until along about the 20th of May.
Obituary.
will follow in the same course aud continue The winter is behind hand, but, like, the
Mr. Wentworth. Bangor is further away torchlight procession that stopped to take
Charles A. Smith was born in Phillips
from the Rangeleys than desired for the a drink, It’ ll all get here in time and be as Jan. 28, 1847 and died Sunday Jan. 19 at
residence of a commissioner, but the three long as usual in passing a given point.
the age of forty-nine. He was the son of
are well located, geographically, for the
“ This present snow doesn’ t amoun t to Curtis Smith who was well known in Phil
fish and game sections of the State. Per much, but between St. Valentine and St. lips where he lived for a good many years,
sonally. we like Mr. Wentworth, and. un Patrick yqu will see enough to make you and was an occasional preacher of the
less the appointment can be nearer this tired, and the dandelion will have to cut Gospel. His mother’ s name was Sarah
section, we hope for his continuance.
good ice if it blooms on time. The early G. Both of them died some years ago.
robin will need a chest protector and furs In Aug., 1873, Mr. Charles A. Smith was
R a n g e l e y L a k e s intended before thi3
will be fashionable until mayflowers sell at united in marriage to Miss Clara Plum
to have commended Commissioner Went 10 cents a bunch. Mind that!”
mer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
worth’ s project for a National Park in
Plummer, and this union has been a very
central, not northern, Maine, as most pa
The Waterville letter carriers have ten happy one. They7 have had but one child,
pers give it, for lines drawn from any two commandments of their own and if Moses a son, Bonney. a young man of excellent
extreme points of the State, intersect in had been a letter carrier he would proba character, and for some years a clerk in
the vicinity of Mt. Katahdin, the proposed bly have sanctioned them. They are:
Phillips village. A t the opening of the
reserve. Such a scheme should be carried
1. Thou shalt not keep a large and Civil war in 1861 the fires of patriotism
out. The expense for the land ought not blood-thirsty dog.
burned deep in the breast of Mr. Smith,
to be excessive. Not only would the na
2. Thou shalt not expect the carrier to at that time only a lad fourteen years of
stamp
three
dozen
letters
for
thee.
tive game, both large and femall, have a
3. Thou shalt not expect the carrier to age, and he was anxious to go into the
retreat, a city of refuge, as it were, but a mount
back steps amid swill pails in service of his country.
section of our native forest would be pre numerable.
His parents were opposed to his enlist
4. Thou shalt not seek to receive letters ment largely on the ground of his extreme
served as well. This paper heartily en
with
postage
due
thereon
and
pay
for
the
dorses it, and would have a few more
youth, but finally consented and he en
same next week.
townships added to the number proposed.
5. ,Thou shalt not change thy residence listed in 1864 in the 5th Maine Artillery,
with abruptness and without notice,,and serving with honor to himself and his
then claim that the carrier does not
country till the final victory of the Union
From Hon. F. E. Timberlake. Bank Ex promptly chase thee with all thy mail.
aminer, comes his first report as such. It
6. Thou shalt not give the carrier any forces in April, 1865. Mr. Smith was brave
makes a capital showiug for Maine. We family bibles or any unabridged dic and fearless in danger. Some years ago
tionaries to mail.
learn that during the year, just ended,
7. Thou shalt remember that life is he sustained an injury of the spine by a
the Savings Bank depositors increased short and time is fleeting and not keep the log rolling upon him from which he never
4,512, and the deposits increased #1,844, carrier an eternity standing on the front recovered.
As a testimonial of his character and
920.60. This money is at home, it is not steps whilst thou consultest thine own
convenience in answering his call.
being used to boom some western towns j 8. Thou shalt- not asseverate tha t thou respect in which he was held by those
and fill the pockets of the speculators, j art made nervous by the sound of his who knew him, I take the the liberty of
Quite a part of this sum represents the |melodious whistle, when thou art daily quoting from a copy of the resolutions
furnishing him proof that thy nerves are passed by the Post of which he was a
earnings of the farm, which disproves the j invincible and great.
familiar cry “ farming does not pay.” You j 9. Thou shalt not stop the carrier on worthy member.
“ In the death of our comrade, J. E.
have only to observe the patrons of the his rounds to lecture him upon matters of
Cushman Post, 87, G. A. R., has lost a
Savings Banks to learn who goes oftenest. which thou knowest not.
10. Thou shalt not make any fatiguing
One source of revenue, that in good part remark about having better* service or faithful member, a loyal friend, one ever
cheerful, courteous and kind, ever ready
finds a resting place in the savings in sti-; calling upon the P. M. about the t c.
Rangeley should be interested in the
proposed railroad to Kennebago. If such
a road is built efforts should be made to
induce the Company to make Rangeley the
terminus. The same track would be used
as far out as Gull Pond, 2)4 miles,
then branch to the west and go past
Greeley Ponds, and on to Kennebago. The
passenger travel, to and from Rangeley.
would be heavy. Many of the summer
visitors would take the trip, and it would
become a popular one.

to assist in good works, and the memory
of his patriotism and many helpful and
kindly deeds, will long be remembered by
the members of this P ost.”
The funeral services were held on Tues
day at one o’clock p. vr. in the presence of
a large .company. The officiating clergy
men were Rev. W. A. Nottage, of Phillips,
assisted by Revs. Edward Wheeler and
Louis Houle.
Mr. Chester Whitney of
Madrid conducted the funeral. A large
delegation of the Post was present. The
burial was at West Phillips. Mrs. Smith
and the son have the sympathy of the
entire community in the sorrow that has
come to them.

atin let.” or “ Whopp ero fa sal mo nat
bir chi sland.”
Which translated into
English, read. "G reat fish at inlet,” and
"W hopper of a salmon at Birch Island.”
Thus you see Billy is informed of the
whereabouts o f the big fellows and when
a visitor h is been unable to secure any
thing. he can be directed to the spot where
one lies in wait, and incase the sportsman
lots him get o f his hook after he is nearly
landed, lie too lies in weight. It works to
a charm, and is the best paying investment
on the island. A sportsmen puts in several
days perhaps, getting small ones, but he
is anxious for a large trophy to take home.
Others are successful and happy, while he
is discouraged. Here comes in the work of
the great invention. Billy repairs to the
work shop, signals and gets answer—
sends something like this. “ Ma nin her ef
rom lyn no uto flu ckan dgoi ng ho mei fno
fys she [bell] Fin do ne.” In a shot time
the bell rings and this is received. “ Cat
chat enp ound sal monto ot ha ke r co
vene ar tre ats.” All this, when under
stood. reads. “ Man in here from Lynn,
out of luck and going home if no fish. Find
one.” And the trout’ s reply, after a quick
swim, was “ Catch a ten pound salmon
Toothaker Cove, near Treat’ s.” The
salmon is caught, the guest is happy, goes
home, exhibits his fish, tells the story and
sends hundreds more to try for his mate.
The next season’ s visitors to Pleasaut
Island Camps, if by change, they should
have poor luck, something unknown how
ever to any kind of fisherman, have only
to apply to the happy landlord and receive
directions just where to drop the line or
throw the fly. If failure still follows you
it will not be through wrong information
given by the educated trout, but rather
owing to the knack of tempting them, that
you still have to learn. Don’ t ask Billy
to show you the mysteries of his invention,
wait for him to take the initiative and
guide you thither. You are more inter
ested in the big fish to take home. Get
that and never mind the details that in
sured your catching it.
H. P. D.
Joseph Harris and son, of Lang Planta
tion, who have been logging at Jerusalem,
have copleted that part of the contract
and discharged the men not needed in
yarding.

Phillips.
Rev. E. R. Smith, of Farmington, will
speak at the Union church Sunday evening
next, on “ Four Sundays in England.”

RANGELEY : LAKES.
Written for Rangeley Lakes:
this famous city, our ship is again ready
M y F ir s t V oy a g e, o r T h e B o y a t Sea. for sea, and on a bright morning in
October, we are once more under sail,
j Continued from Jan. 30th.J
Written for R angeley Rakes :
running up the English channel, past the
After tw o hours the sails were all furled,
A LAND AND W ATER F IG H T ..
Isle of Man, and in five days we c a s t '
the broken spars taken in and made fast.
anchor near the highlands of Scotland,
Then
came
the
order
“
clew
up
the
fore
top
T he S to r y o f a L ively B a ttle w ith a
at a little village by the name of Trune.
sail, main stay sail, fore square sail and
R an geley S a lm o n in G reen vale
Scotland is a fine country. Its broad
main spanker.” Before these orders could
S trea m be obeyed the sails were torn from the fields. and ligating parks make it a
mast, hats were blown off our heads and pleasant place for sportsmen, while only*
Henry True, of Phillips, tells the story
tons of water washing over our ship and forty miles away is the city of Glasgow.
•of a lively battle with a Greenvale salmon
we were wrecked in the Irish channel. Six' After a stay of fourteen days in Trune.
which is good enough to be told again.
bells told the hour of three o ’clock in the during which time we have taken on a
“ It was one spring some years ago, be
afternoon, my heai^j, sank within me, when cargo of coal, we once more set sail out
fore the Greenvale House was burned,”
I looked a? that once noble ship; now' with by the Isle of Man, out of the English
said he. “ Nate Hinkley had been at
broken spars, sails blown away, seas run channel, across the Bay of B isca y . into
Greenvale for a few days’ fishing, and
Our course is
ning
mountains high and breaking over us the great Atlantic.
when he came out he said: ‘Hen, you’ d
shaped for the island of Cuba, many
as the ship rose on the crest of the wave*
better go in and catch the big salmon I
miles away.
We had to hold on to the rigging to keep
couldn’ t.’ I asked him what he meant
Our ship being in first class trim, with
from being washed away in the dark
and he told me he’d found a salmon in the
new spars and sails, was like a bird on
waters.
The
wind
was
still
rising
and
Greenvale stream that he couldn’ t catch
the ocean. The setting sun, as it sank
the ship had lost control of her rudder and
and that he’ d lost two hooks trying to
in the western skies, lingered on the dis
was drifting with the w'ind. The captain
fasten the fish.
tant shores of old Ireland, while with a
looked at xhis watch and told us it was
“ It happened, a few days afterward,
fair wind, we were fast leaving the old
half
past
four.
Very
little
w'as
said,
each
that I did find a chance to slip away for a
How is T h is?
world behind. Thus time went on, day
one had to look out for himself. All hands
little sport, so I packed my tackle and
after day, and yet no sight of land. It
S o k k e n t o , Feb. 2 .— In the midst of a
struck out for Greenvale. Reached there howling snow' storm, which invariably were called aft, and with a rope around seemed to me that we were alone on the
our
bodies
we
were
..made
fast
to
the
ship.
accompanies
Hon.
Frank
Jones
on
his
an
in the evening and early next morning
w'ater. Now and then a gull would fly
was on my way to the pool which Nate nual winter visit to his famous Tunk We had lost sight of land, darkness was past, a school of porpoises or a whale
camp, a special train brought a party of settling down over the scene. The captain
had described. It was raining hard, but I 25 of his guests from Portsmouth, N H.,
would be- seen in the distance; now and
told us that fifty miles on our lee was the
didn’ t mind that with the possibility of Saturday.
then a ship would pass us. We had
rock
bound
coast
of
Old
England,
and
They
were
met
by
W.
H.
Law'rence
and
catching a big salmon looming up before
set out in sleighs for Tunk pond, seven that unless the wind changed before morn been out three weeks and were nearing
me.
the southeast trade winds, which blow
miles. away. Sleighing was never better,
“ The pool which I speak of is the one but a blizzard set in upon the arrival of ing vyp should be dashed to pieces on the six months without a change, the
rocks.
Then
my
thoughts
went
back
to
the
party.
just above the big jam, and you know the
weather being calm and warm all the
Among Mr. Jones’ guests are: S. W. my native clime, would anyone ever know
current there is very swift on one side but
Hartford, of Manchester, J. A. Farring my fate? I had hidden my trail by signing time. The 18th of December, 1857, found
makes off into still water on the other. ton and T. E. Call, of Portsmouth, Geo.
us in a calm, a thousand miles from the*
The shore is rocky on the one side and B. Wallace, T. W. Priest, Frank Spichtig a fictitious name to the ship’ s papers. western isle. On a Sunday morning,
Still
we
were
in
the
hands
of
a
just
God,
Frank
W
ood,
W.
C.
Ed
wards
and
Joseph
sandy on the other. I stood on the rocky
when there was not a breeze to fan our
E. Hovie, of Boston; C. H. Nelson, of
side where the current swirled in, and Waterville, Arthur Saunders, of Ells who doeth all things well.
sails, the captain stopped in his walk on
It was now thick and dark, all we
baited up. I had a few live minnows and worth, P. A. Morse, of Bangor, William
the quarter deck and looking into the
could
do
was
to
remain
in
onr
old
cramped
Kennen,
of
Madison,
N.
H
.;
Perley
P.
with one of these I made my first try. I
water, cried out, “ a shark.” In an in
Putnam,
of
Laconia,
N.
H.;
F.
A.
Church,
position
while
waiting
the
coming^
day;
dropped in quietly and let the current of Dover, N. H.; E. P. Dickson, of Bar
stant all eyes were turned in that direc
carry the bait down toward the lower end Harbor and W. H. Lawrence, of Sorrento. the seas roar and the tvinds moan tion. Sure enough there, swimming be
The party will spend four days togue through the rigging, we are wet through side us, was a shark some seven feet
of the pool. Suddenly I felt a tremendous
yank! and then all was quiet. I pulled in and trout fishing through the ice.—Kenne by the sea that washes our deck, no long. A hook w'as soon made ready and
bec Journal.
food, or fire for the past twelve hours.
and found my bait gone. Put on another
The general fish laws of this State read, It wras now twelve o ’clock, midnight. with a large piece of pork for bait, was
minnow and tried again.
“ there shall be an annual close time for Unless the wind should change in a very lowered over the ship’ s side into the
“ Same result.
land-locked salmon, trout and togue, be few hours we were doomed; all w e could water. No sooner had it been seen by
“ This sort of thing continued till ray
tween the first days of October and the do was to wait. The captain kept his the shark than he rushed with open
last bait was gone and then I had to
following M ay.” To this there is a pro eye upon the compass, I knew' by his mouth and seized it. We all had hold
hunt around for more minnows. Minnow's
viso, “ during the months of February, look that we were fast nearing the shore. of the rope and Mr. Shark was soon on
didn’ t seem very plenty that morning and
deck, where he went through all kinds of
March and April citizens of the State may A t four o’clock the wind was was chang
it was a long time before I found one.
pranks till he was dead. His liver was
fish for and take land-locked salmon, ing to the southeast, the day had come
After I got one, though, that salmon took
taken for oil and his body was dumped
trout and togue, and convey the same to and there on our lee, about five miles
it quicker than a flash. It was more than
into the sea. The captain said it was a
their own homes, but not otherwise.” away was the shore of Old England. As
half an hour before I captured another
bad sign to have a shark follow a ship, it
There are five “ citizens of the State” in the sea rolled in and beat upon the rockey
minnow, and the fun of feeding that sal
indicated
that a storm was near at hand
the party. Will it devolve on them to do coast, the foam w'ould fly high in the air
mon was growing wearisome. I cut the
the fishing ? Then there is no permission and be carried away in clouds of spray. and so it proved in this case. The week
minnow in halves and said, putting one
given to partake of any at the camp. We were saved, the gale had blown us went by, and Sunday came again. It was
piece on my hook, ‘Take it or leave it, old
They may “ take and convey the same to out of the channel into the bay of Biscay. Christmas. Would we have anything for
fellow, I’m getting tired of this.’
their own homes.” Truly, the fish and The wind had again changed to the Christmas dinner save hard bread and
“ The bait drifted down to about the
game laws of the State of Maine are be southwest and fair wind would take us salt horse? Eight bells, or four o ’clockusual place and was grabbed as usual; but
in the morning, the second watch comes
yond comprehension.
back to Kingston.
At
ten o ’clock
this time the line didn’ t slack away after
on deck, I being in that watch my first
the sea had gone down and we were
wards.
The “ licensed liars” of Rangeley are able to stand without being lashed to turn is at the wheel. Never shall I forget
“ My fish was hooked and hooked good growing numerous. The latest one to
that Christmas morning.
The trade
the mast. Hastily making a dinner from
and solid, too.
receive a “ license” is our tonsorial friend, salt pork and hard bread, the first we winds had struck us and with a whole
“ For a minute or so he didn’ t seem to Natt Ellis. The imposing-looking docu
sale breeze our ship was making ten knots
know what the deuce was to pay, and ment comes from his friend, Sam Darling, had eaten for eighteen hours, the ship an hour. The air was full of fog with a
was
put
about
and,
under
what
sails
we
then he started right up-stream toward of Providence, R. I., in memory of the
bright, brassy place in the southeast. All
me. Near the upper end of the pool there yarns w'hich Natt regaled him with when had left with A good southwest breeze in hands were called to shorten sail.
tw o days we cast anchor in the harbor of
was a log which ran out into the water. they were off on a hunting trip last fall.
[To be continued].
Kingston, Ireland, after forty-tw o days
I was so afraid that the fish w'ould dive
from Eastport, Maine. The next day a
under that and free himself that I jumped
Here is a winter fish story, and a true steam tug took us to Dublin, the capital
Redington Notes.
out onto the log to head him off. He one. The question is still open, however,
of Ireland.
turned and I had a good look at him.
The log train is rushing in the logs.
as to whether there has been a violation
Here I saw a fine city, with many sights
“ Gad! He looked as much as four foet of the law'. Last Saturday evening,
and wonders. On the comer of Sackfull
The crowd about the station looks like
long to my excited eyes.
Harry Churchell, wrho is learning the street, stands a horse carved from stone, old times.
“ He went back to the lov'er end of the marble worker’ s trade, of Will Hoyt in
perfect in every limb, on his back sits St.
The mill started up Wednesday, after a
pool and then the fun commenced. The Phillips, went to the well, which was
Peter his right hand raised above his head long shut-down.
place wasn’ t large enough for him to make formerly in the old Barden House yard,
holding up the keys to Heaven. They are
About next week will, see a busy place
those long runs a salmon will in the lake, for a pail of water. He drew up a bucket
very strict about their ways of living, the
about this settlement. 9
but Thunder! didn’ t he thrash rcund in ful, emptied it into his pail, carried it to
city bell tells the hour of five, and soon
what Water there was! Once he did some the kitchen and filled the teakettle from it.
Seth Young, the head sawyer at the
after that the streets are alive with men,
thing I never saw' a fish do before or since. A few moments later, Mrs. H oyt heard a
mill,
returned Monday.
some with hoes, some with shovels, others
He curled his back out of wrnter just like commotion in the kettle which frightened
Geo. McL. Presson, of Farmington, has
with brooms, horses and carts, cleaning
a snake, keeping both head and tail be her so that she went for the young man to
the streets. This work goes on till seven been making another tour of the lumber
neath the surface all the time.
investigate. Judge their surprise at find o ’clock w'hen the bell rings again and all camps.
“ After he got tired of capering round in ing a trout, over nine inches in length, at
go home, their work is done. A t nine they
Detefetive Alonzo Sylvester, of Farm
the water, he went ashore and danced tempting to get out of his warm bath.
go to mass, at twelve they feat dinner and ington, and S. W. Casy, of Lewiston,
on the sand.”
He was removed, and shown in several of at one all the gin shops are open and were here last Tuesday night. They came
“ Hold on!” broke in one of Henry’s the nearby stores after which he was re
places of amusements as well. There you for, and took away the next morning,
listeners, “ You don’ t expect us to believe turned to his former home in the well. It
will see drinking and fighting and all such Peter Mogan who is wanted in Androswas nearly dark at the time, which ac business, kept up till nine o ’clock when
that, do you?”
coggin county for the same charge he is
“ It’s a fact, gentlemen,” said Henry, counts for the trout not being seen by the the bell again rings and all places are
under bail for appearance at Farmington,
quietly. “ You remember 1 told you there young man.
closed till Monday morning.
viz. converting Mrs. Rhoda Clay’ s pocket
was a sand beach on one side? Well, sir,,
After a stay of twenty-one days in book and contents to his own use.
R angeley L akes only ¥1.00 a year.
the salmon would head for that sandbank

With the Sportsmen*

■with such force that he’d go clear out of
j water and land four or five feet from the
water’ s edge. Every time he did this I ’d
start for that side thinking sure he must
Ihave freed himself, but before I’ d get half
way there he’d be back in the water,
thrashing round as usual.
“ After a while he began to tire out. and
I got ready to bring matters to a close.
It was hard work to net him, but I finally
succeeded in doing so. , I wasn’ t a moment
too soon, either; for one more struggle
would have given that fish its liberty.
The gut on the hook wras literally chafed
off. That salmon was the queerest-looking
one I ever saw-. It was as long as your
arm but thin as a rail. It didn’ t weigh
much, but if it had been as plump as an
ordinary salmon ’ twould have weighed
8 to 12 lbs.
“ By the way, I found two hooks in the
fish’ s mouth which shows that ’ tvvas the
same one Nate tried to catch, but could
n’ t.”

RANGELEY
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FENCING IS THE FAD
Which Masculine aud Feminine Washing
ton Has Taken Up.—Society Gossip.
.[Special correspondence of Ran geley L akes ].

wil.1 grieve over the social closing of the
embassy who would not otherwise have
thought of doing so for poor Battenburg.
Senator Murphy, of N. Y., gave a stag
dinner party the other night in honor of
Mr. Richard Croker, of New York, known
to all newspaper readers through his long
connection with Tammany Hall, who is
his guest.
Mrs. Cleveland holds tw o receptions
this week, but both to personal friends
only. A t the first she was assisted by
Miss Lochrane.
Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, of N. Y .,
affectionately known in Washington as
“ our Ted” beamed upon his local friends
this week. Senator and Mrs. Lodge gave
a dinner to him and Mrs. Roosevelt. Anqgher New Yorker whom everybody
knows and everybody likes is Hon.
Chauncey M. Depew, who was at the
capitol early this week renewing old
friendships and making new ones. Mr.
Depevv came over to Washington to
attend the annual dinner of the Gridiron
Club, but he couldn’ t go away without
seeing the men in Congress who are in his
debt for numerous annual passes and
good stories, and he distributed more of
both before he left.
The younger members of society, male
and female, have taken up fencing for a
fad, and a number of fencing classes have
been formed and more are in the course of
formation.

W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Peb. 4 1896.
This may very appropriately be called
birthday week in Washington society.
The natal day festivities started off with
the seventieth birthday of Mrs. U. S.
Grant, which was attended by 25 women
of prominence, including the venerable
Susan B. Anthony, who has just been
again re-elected president of the Woman’ s
Suffrage Association, which has just con
cluded its annual convention, during
which it had quite a lively scrimmage
over the proposition to repudiate the
so-called “ Woman’ s Bible,” which has
been more or less talked about every
where. After the luncheon Mrs. Grant,
Miss Susan B. Anthony and Mrs. Nellie
Grant Sartoris assisted Mrs. McLean in
receiving the delegates to the Woman’ s
Suffrage convention.
But the birthday celebration of the
week was that which took place in the
handsome and imposing building occupied
by the German Embassy, in honor of the
* thirty-eighth anniversary of that much
talked of gentleman, the Emperor of Ger
many. It was the first public entertain
ment given by the present Ambassador.
Baron Max von Thielman, and his charm
Houghton.
ing and handsome wife, and it was one of
The telegraph line is completed from
the most brilliant in Washington annals. Rumford Falls to Houghton.
The reception began at 9.30. Guests were
C. H. McKenzie & Co. are doing a good
met at the entrance by lackeys, in full
amount of business in their store.
court livery of old gold velvet and blue,
Charles Smith, formerly of Phillips, has
spangled with gilt buttons, and were con
ducted to the entrance of the grand ball bought a new house and moved his family
room, where they were received by the here. /
Baron, in full uniform, all covered with
Charles Smith, formerly conductor on
medals and decorations, and the Baroness, the Phillips & Rangeley, is now in charge
in a gown of white moire antique, trim of train No. 21 on the Rumford Falls &
med with carnation velvet, which set off Rangeley Lakes R. R.
her blond beauty quite strikingly.
In
O. B. Goldsmith, formerly section fore
this room are large portraits of the Ger man on the Phillips & Rangeley, has
man Emperor and-Empress. The guests charge of section 75, Rumford Falls &
rambled at will through the large draw Rangeley Lakes R. R.
ing-rooms and the dining-room, where'
.Charles Hamlin, formerly engineer on
choice edibles and drinkables were dis the Phillips & Rangeley, is now running on
pensed continuously during the evening, train No. 24 on the Rumford Falls &
until the rooms became so crowded, not Rangeley Lakes R. R.
withstanding their . immense • size, that
The Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes
further rambling W as -out of the question.
There were no set toasts or speeches, but R. R. Co. are establishing their repair
Vice - President Stevenson,
Secretary shops at Houghton Junction. They have
Olney and other members of the Cabinet built a large round house where they
and Diplomatic Corps, proposed the keep three engines and the place is fast
health of the Emperor, and it was drank taking on a business look.
Sat., Jan. 19th, as E. H. Hyerwas felling
to the toast of “ Hoch! Hoeh! Kaiser,
Hoch!” The more than seven hundred a tree, he was hit on the head by the tree
guests who attended included about every and was unconscious for 24 hours. Dr.
body of any prominence, socially or offici Bisbee was called. He is doing well at
ally, excepting of course, President and this time, and is cared for by Mrs. Gold
Mrs. Cleveland, who were shut out by eti smith, to whose house he was taken.
quette.
j
Business hei'e is good although we have
Senator and Mrs. Quay’s daughter, not had snow as the lumbermen wanted,
Miss Mary, was married Wednesday, at yet the logs have been steadily moving
• the residence of her parents to Mr. Louis down the line* 15 to 20 carloads per day
R. Davidson, of Beaver, Pa. The bride from the Bemis branch, so-called, 12 to 15
had only one attendant, her sister, Miss from the Houghton branch and about 15
Carol Quay. Mr. and Mrs. Davidson from East branch.
started for Florida, where the honeymoon
will be spent, immediately after the cere
One Vermont trapper, hailing from
mony. The guests were comparatively Houghtonville, has trapped during this
few in number. Those from out of town season 1,600 skunks, 175 foxes, 70 minks,
were mostly relatives, among whom were 200 muskrats, and 100 coons. The record
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Quay, Leiut. seems pretty high, but it is vouched for by
Quay, Mr. Jerome Quay and family of a local paper, and Vermont has a great
Pittsburg; Mrs. Robinson, of Cleveland, reputation for game and trappers.
Ohio; Miss Armstro&g, of Lockhaven, Pa;
Miss Willard, of Stamford, Conn., and
Over in Androscoggin county the work
Miss Brown, of Beaver, Pa., all of whom men combine pleasure with the tedium of
plain, everyday labor, although the man
were house guests.
The Wfiite House State dinner of the who pays for their time would doubtless
week was to the members of the Supreme be willing if they fished less. A t Frank
Court. The Cabinet dinners of the week Brooks’ s cut down above Lewiston the
were given by Attorney General and Mrs. men in the log cabin dine every day on
Hannon, and Secretary and Mrs. Lamont, pickerel caught through the ice of the river,
The British Embassy has gone into a short distance from the camp. The
official mourning because of the death of holes through the ice are supplied with
Prince Battenburg, the Queen’s son-in- hooks and the usual red flannel signals,
law, and Sir"’Julian and Lady Pauncefote and the men at work in the side hill cuthave cancelled all their social engage- downs can see the flags when they, duck
mehts during the mourning period. Many under, and go down and pull out the fish.
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Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
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largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
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LEROY A. SMITH,
Blacksmi
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Foreign and American
Marble and Granite
Monuments,
Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,

TEM PLE, M AIN E.

LAND IN CALIFORNIA.

I can sell parties who are desirous of locating
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here.
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
HEADSTONES, TABLETS,
of the state for $100 per acre. Climate fine.
MANTLE SHELVES, AND Well wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chance for a poor man to get
CEMETERY WORK OF A L L KINDS,
land and make a start of any place I have seen
DONE TO ORDER. In this state. For particulars write or call on
me.
Address.
SEWARD DILL,
w
. B . H O Y T ,
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
B o * 3 0 8 ,
P h U li p a i .M e .
A. R. BOOTH,
Ail Orders by Mail or Telegraph promptly El Paso de Robles, San Louis Obispo
Co., Cal.
attended to.
RANGELEY,

:

M A IN E .

PHILLIPS MARBLE WORKS,
Monuments,

Job P rinting I,E4SS«r«»

R angklky L akes solicits your orders
for Job Printing,
At Rangeley Lakes Printing Office.

RANGELEY LAKES
HANDMADE FILES.
AN INTERESTING DESCRIPTION OF
DELICATE PROCESS.

Workmen Become So Accurate That They
Coaid Go on if They Became Blind—Me
chanics Held It to Be an Art In Which
Machinery Could Not Compete.

Rasps and files in tho hands of a first
class mechanic rise to the dignity of tools
of the first order in a machine shop. To
“ file square” is a test of skill which has
caused many a braggart to lower his crest,
and an A 1 vise hand is a treasure in a
shop where finishing is done on the bench.
To file square means to file true; to finish
the face of the work without marring it
with scratches and rounding surfaces, and
to do this as a regular everyday thing, is
an art to be won only through praetico
and long experience. Files ruin thousands
of dollars’ worth of work, and files add
thousands of dollars to the value of manu
factured product.
In some of the machine shops of Chica
go are gray haired mechanics who have
worn overalls for 40 years and more. They
remember well the time when machine
made files were hold up to ridicule and
scorn and when all first class, well known
makes of files were cut by hand. Some of
these old fellows still insist that machine
made files are not and never can be as
good as the files which are cut by hand,
and they carry this prejudice to such an
extent that they declare they cannot do
good work with the machine cut files.
It would be difficult for them to tell the
difference between the two makes of files,
for within comparatively few years ma
chines have been making files that cannot
be approached by the most expert file cut
ters of Sheffield. Files, and many of them,
are still cut by hand, and a file cutter is
probably the most expert user of a ham
mer and cold chisel in the industrial -world.
Files and rasps are mado of steel which
varies from tho “ blistered” steel for the
poorer quality of files to the best crucible,
or “ cast cast” steel, for the higher grades.
The blanks are prepared for the file cutter
by forging the “ tang,” or tapered point
for the handle, and shaping the steel to
the proper form under a die or press. The
blanks are thoroughly annealed or soften
ed, and are perfectly clean and free from
scale when laid on the bench of the work
man who cuts the teeth.
A file cutter generally works on the
same kind of a “ cut” year in and year
out. This gives him a mechanical perfec
tion which cannot be secured in any other
way, and it is said that a workman’s
hand becomes so accustomed to tho spac
ing that were he to become blind he could
cut just as well.
Files are made of many forffis to suit
the great variety of work which they are
called upon to do, but the ‘ ‘ cuts” which
givo coarseness and fineness to files afo
comparatively few. They aro known as
“ rough,” “ bastard,” “ smooth” and “ dead
smooth.” Theso are the common “ cuts.”
“ Floats” are single cut files, and double
cut files are mado by crossing tho first
cut with a second cut, thus changing the
parallel, unbroken cutting edges of the
iloats into numerous points.
When a face, or one or more edges on a
file, is left uncut, it is said to he “ safe.”
No matter what the form of the file is,
whether flat, square, round, half round,
rat tail, three square or knife edged, the
cutting is dono the samo way. A short,
light, steel cold chisel, with a broad,
straight cutting edge, is used. The ham
mer is a curious looking affair, for it, is
curved somewhat, and the handle is in
serted well toward the smaller end. The
hammer weighs from one to six pounds.
In striking tho workman gives a peculiar
pulling blow which raises the “ bur” and
gives tho particular cut characteristic of
files, and it was this cut that for nearly
200 years prevented inventors from design
ing machinery which would cut a file
equal to the hand cut article.
Tho workman sits on a low bench which
comes out from a long wide bench. Before
him is his anvil, usually a stone block or
a slab of iron. Tho blanks are held in
placo by straps which pass over the tang
and point, and then form a loop or stirrup
under the anvil. Tho workman puts his
foot in tho loop, and thus holds the blank
secure while ho is cutting it. Ho holds the
chisol between tho finger and thumb of
the left hand, and after each cut moves the
blank slightly for tho noxt cut. He does

this by lifting the chisel over the bur and
then pressing the point of the tool against
the raised edge just out, at the same time
loosening the strap so that the blank can
be moved.
In cutting small files or smooth or dead
smooth files the hammer blows, movement
of the chisel, loosening the straps, moving
the blank, tightening the strap and strik
ing the next blow are done so rapidly that
they are nearly simultaneous. The float
cut is made first, and then the second out
is made. In making the second cut the
workman strikes the chisel with less force,
thus making a shallower cut. If the file is
to be out on the other side, the cut side is
laid upon a plate of lead or pewter to pro
tect the cutting edges. If the file is other
than a flat shape, the lead or pewter is
grooved or hollowed out to fit the shape.
After cutting, the files are hardened, for
the annealing makes the steel so soft that
the first use of tho file would bend the cut
ting edges. Some files are curved before
being tempered. This is done by heating
the cut files to a dull red and bending
them to the required curve over a wooden
blook with a wooden mallet. The files to
be hardened are first covered with a mix
ture of salt and some sort of carbonaceous
substance. This covering serves a twofold
purpose—it prevents the teeth from oxida
tion and from losing the carbon in the
steel, and by fusing indicates the proper
heat for tempering. It also serves to pre
vent cracking when the file is suddenly
plunged into the cooling liquid which
gives the file the temper.
Naturally a heated file suddenly cooled
will warp more or less according to its
form. This is prevented by giving the file
a “ set” in the other direction before it is
tempered, so that the tendency to warp
actually straightens the file. When the
steel has reached the proper heat, the file
is lifted from the fire by the tang and sud
denly immersed in cold water, and before
it has grown cold it is withdrawn and put
in a screw clamp, which keeps it from
curving or bending. The tang is then sof
tened by sticking it in melted lead,and then
the file is cleaned, dried and oiled.—Chica
go Record.
Painting- the U ly.

Painting the lily has become a literal
fact, not merely the poet’s notion of the
wildest exaggeration. An army officer’s
wife, writing from an out of the way
western town, tells of a young woman out
there, “ quite the most refined person here
she is, too, who related to me, with much
pride, an idea of her own which she had
carried out for a recent silver wedding.
‘ I cut some of our annunciation lilies,’
she explained, ‘ and pasted silver paper in
strips on the outside of the flowers. They
were very much admired.’ ”
This western artist (?) is equaled and
outdone by a Berlin society woman who
set out her dinner board lately with ex
quisite flowers, on which mottoes and quo
tations wore painted in gold, silver and
various colors. On a deep purple heartseaso was a greeting in cream color on its
surface, and other flowers had been equally
disfigured, at great expense of misguided
skill and money. Perhaps the worst out
rage was a lovely rose, bearing the com
plete menu on its petals.— New York
Times.
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GREEKS OF THE OLD SOD.

NEW YEAR’S THE FRENCH HOLIDAY.

A Theory of the Origin of a Designation
Sometimes Applied to the Irish.

Jan. 1 th* Day of Presents and Fetes In
Paris.

Some time ago we asked why long ago,
as well as today, Irishmen were called
Greeks. A correspondent writes as fol
lows in answer:
“ Prince Miletus, son of a Greek m on
arch, set out with a considerable band of
followers in search of adventure. They
reached Egypt, and finding the king of
that country at war with a neighboring
power they offered their services. Egypt
prevailed, largely owing to the skill and
courage of Miletus, and the king bestowed
on him the hand of the Princess Scola,
his daughter, in marriage. After a lapso
of some years the Greek prince and his fol
lowers set out in quest of adventure a sec
ond time, and landing in Spain subdued
the inhabitants very easily. Miletus be
came king, and after his death his. son,
Heber, made a voyage to Ireland, and con
quering the country called it Hebernia.
Later he subdued the western islands of
ancient Caledonia and named them Heb
rides, also in honor of himself. Finally
the mainland in the west was annexed and
named Scotland, in honor of his mother,
Scota.
“ This is how the Irish come to be called
Greeks and Milesians, in my opinion.”
Now, there are variations of this legend,
and one is just as historically accurate as
the other. A parallel instance is this fa
mous discovery of Dr. Anderson:
“ But earnest seekers after truth have
discovered that the ancient records and
archives of Ireland show clearly that Jere
miah escaped from Egypt with the youn
gest daughter of King Zedekiah, after the
conquest of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar,
and with her and others took ship and
finally reached Ireland in safety, and that
there at the ancient city of Tara he did
build and plan successfully, and there can
be no doubt that
The harp that once through Tara’s hall
The soul of music shed,
was patterned from, if it was not the veri
table harp of Israel’s sweet psalmist, King
David.” —Boston Journal.
The Stone Forests of Arizona.

The regions of the Little Colorado river
in Arizona abound in wonderful vegetable
petrifactions—whole forests being found
in some places which are hard as flint, but
which look as if but recently stripped of
their foliage. Some of these stone trees are
standing just as natural as life, while oth
ers are piled across each other just like
the fallen monarch of a real wood forest.
Geologists say that these stone trees were
once covered to the depth of 1,000 feet with
marl, which transformed them from wood
to solid rock. This marl, after the lapse
of ages, washed out, leaving some of tho
trees standing in an upright position. The
majority of them, however, are piled bel
ter skelter in all directions, thousands of
cords being sometimes piled up on an acre
of ground.— St. Louis Republic.

A Feat In Photography.
Photography has had many triumphs.
One of tho latest is associated with the
name of Professor Maccy, famous for Ills
feats in instantaneous work. Ho has just
succeeded in photographing a dragon fly
on the wing, an operation which necessi
A Stop In Time May Save a Sermon.
One of the elements of a successful ser tated an exposure of only one twenty-fivemon is a timely and effective close. Many ,thousandth of a second. The photographic
a grand effort has utterly’ failed for lack part of the, performance is wonderful
of rememboring this. A climax is reached, enough, and' surely, as Tho Photogram
the impression is vivid, then, alas, “ a says, some credit should bo awarded, to tho
few more words,” and the influence gained man capable of accurately dividing a sec
is frittered away. Weariness takes the ond into 25,000 parts. Certainly a man
place of conviction, and tho truths uttered %vlio can compute the twenty-fifth thou
before are forgotten. There is no use in sandth part of a second can computo any
banging away when one has commenced thing.— Westminster Gazette.
to fire blank cartridges.— Syracuse Chris
tian Advocato.
No Sympathy.
“ Jones complains that the world is unA River of Ink.
In Algeria there is a river of ink. In the sympathotic. ”
“ Yes, poor fellow! Even his horse ran
upper part of its course it flows through
beds of docaying moss, in tho lower part away from him yesterday and wouldn’t
through strata of iron ore, and thus, listen to his whoas at all.” —New York
through the combination of the two, its Tribune.
waters acquire very nearly tho color and
lomething of the taste of black ink.
Judge of thine improvement not by
what thou speakest or writest, but by the
The grandest review ever seen in this firmness of thy mind and the government
country was that at Washington at the of thy passions and affections.— Fuller.
close of the civil war. Over 100,000 mon
were in line.
Whatsoever that be within us that feels,
thinks, desires and animates is something
In 1880 the value of the cotton mill celestial, divine, and consequently imper
product in this country wqs $192,000,000; ishable.—Aristotle.
in 1890 it had increased to $268,000,000.

New Year, not Christmas, is tho French
day of daya. The only bit of unusual
Christmas gayety is the morning rush of
the children from chimney to chimney to
investigate the suspended stockings and
boots. They usually find M. Santa Claus
to be a wag, leaving few toys, but making
many pleasantries.
New Year is more jubilant. You wake
to see in your doorway a smiling, well
soaped maid. As your eyes open she rush
es on you, crying, “ Bonne Annee.” No
slinking under the bedclothes will spare
you an expectant New Year kiss, to be
followed when you have made your offer
ing by a resounding one of satisfaction, a
signal for other maids tarrying outside
the door to enter and wish you in like
manner happy New Year. When all have
received their token they troop out, volu
bly calling down upon your head the bless
ing of the saints.
You lie back upon your pillow, knowing
full well that not until every other mem
ber of the family has been visited will one
condescend to light your fire.
A t last it is lit, and the well soaped
maid hands you a cup of coffee and the
New Year roll.
Not for long are you left to dream alone.
The children come with arms laden. They
make the floor a veritable toyshop. You
are called upon to examine, admire and
try.
Tops buzz, steam engines run you down,
and your washbowl is converted into a
lake.
Thus, with dressing gown calls from
feminino members of the household, the
morning slips away. A t last you scramble
to be ready for breakfast.
In the dining room are assembled the
gentlemen of the family to greet the ladies
with courtly bow and gallantly to kiss
their hands. The gay breakfast is over,
the children, the youth and those of the
family in the prime of life make ready to
pay visits. They start forth, pockets and
hands filled with remembrances.
The older ones, ensconced in great easy
chairs before the fire, wait for the young
er relatives and friends, who will come
with light and merry talk to make good
cheer.
New Year is tho day of tho young, the
old and the servants.—New York Times.
Burning Bank Notes.
The novel spectacle of a 6teamer being
stoked with bank notes was recently w it
nessed at a Mediterranean port. Fortyfive sacks of the apparently valuable paper
were tossed into the furnace of the vessel’s
boiler under the longing eyes of the stok
ers, who stood restively by with an evi
dently burning desire to possess tliomselv^
of at least a handful of *that which they
somewhat'inelegantly styled “ rum fuel.”
Tho notes were canceled documents of the
Bank of Algiers, whose manager superin
tended the operation of their absolute
combustion.
A Little Farm W ell Tilled.
It’s the big farmer, not tho big farm,
that tells. A man in Sweden, Oxford
county, supports a family of five and lays*
up money on a patch of 18 acres, and
Whilo he keept; four Jersey cows and a pair
of horses he raises hay to sell.—Lewiston
(Me.) Journal.
i
Her Plaint.
A poor little damsel had troublo with
her mother not long ago. The direct con
sequence was that she was sent into her
own room for meditation and, supposedly,
repentance. A listener happened to over
hear the mite’s defiance, when she thought
herself unobserved and alone. She threw
herself on hciyknees before her bed, and,
burying her face in tho pillow, began a
prayer for guidance. But the petition
had this very JpigniflcSnt commencement.
“ O Lord, consider how I ’m treated!” —
New York Times.
We are ruined not by what we really
want, but by what wo think we do. There
fore, never go abroad in search of your
wants; for if they bo real wants they'will
come in search of you.— Colton.
A saunterer is believed by some etymol
ogists to have originally signified a man
without lands, such a person naturally
wandering to and fro in search of employ
ment.
\
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AMONG TH E O RD E R S.
S o c ie ty N otes, R angeley.
Saturday. Feb. 8. Regular meeting Rangeley
Commandery No’. 408, Order of the Golden
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
Wednesday p. m .._F eb. 12, Regular meeting
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
Rangeley Lodge. No. 200. I. O. G. T., meet in
Church Vestry, every W ednesday even
ing.
_________________
S o c ie ty N otes, P h illip s,
Monday, Feb. 10, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
Lodge, N o. 65. A . O. U . W . Hall in Bates
Block.
Tuesday, Feb. 11, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
O. F., No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, Feb. 26, Regular Commumcaion,
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F . & A . M.,
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, Feb. 20, Regular meeting Cushman
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R.. at Grange Hall, at
2.00 P. M.
Thursday Feb. 20, Regular meeting W om an ’s
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, Feb. 8, North Franklin Grange, N o.
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Election.
Saturday, Feb. 8, Regular meeting Phillips
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Gold
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.

The King’ s Daughters give a cobweb
party and social ut Furbish Hall, Thurs
day evening.
Welsh and Toothaker have pressed bet
ter than 400 tons of hay since they com
menced last fall.
Rev. H. W. Small’ s lecture, which was
postponed from last Friday evening, will
be given Friday evening of this week.
We are sorry to learn that Fred Ballard,
formerly station agent at Dead River
Station, has been ill at his home in Farm
ington.

The mothers of Rangeley are earnestly
invited to a Mothers’ Meeting under the
auspices of the W. C. T. U. at the Library
Wed. Feb. 12, at 2 p . m .
The Sandy River Creamery Co., of Phil
lips, are going to interest Samuel Hano,
Esq., in stocking his farms with cows to
furnish cream for their factory.
Charlie Keyo, who has been in this part
of the country for more than a year past,
returned to his home in Charleston, Mass.,
this week to enjoy a month’ s vacation.
School in the Frazier district was closed
last week on account of sickness among
the pupils. Miss Stella Russell, the
teacher, has returned to her home in
Temple.
Mrs.Eunice Haley, of Sandy River PL, ar
Mumps are prevalent.
rived home Thursday evening from Temple
where she has been staying with her son,
Miss Verna Hoar is ill.
A. W. Haley, her son Chauncy M. came
Mrs. Henry Hoar is very sick.
with her.
It’ s been hard sleddin’ in the woods.
Candlemas day w as a mixture. It
Capt. Barker was in town Saturday.
snowed in the morning, cleared off and
Natt Ellis returns to Strickland this was “ bright and clear,” so it will be hard
week.
to tell what to expect, but it will be
Mrs. Lucy Thompson went to Farming- “ well to'be prepared.”
ton Monday.
Mr. Hilton, the engineer who has been
Mr, and Mrs. Luther Nile were in Phil looking over a route from Dead River on
the Phillips & Rangeley road to Kenne
lips, Friday.
School closes next week with a public bago, returned Monday. He has found
what he thinks a feasible route on the
examination.
west side of the river, which saves two
Mrs. J. D. Huntoon is steadily improv
bridges..
ing in health.
Rev. H. W . Small will give an illustra
Dr. Palmer and Dr. Rollin were in town
ted lecture Friday evening in the vestry.
Monday night.
The subject of the lecture “ The B ook .”
• Billy Soule left Saturday for a short This is the first in a course of lectures on
visit to the cities.
the Bible that will be given from time to
There have been several cases of whoop time during the winter. All should be
present at this first lecture.
ing cough in town.
Such words as these quoted from a
Joe Lamb is clerking at Furbish, Butler
recent letter are very pleasant to R a n g e & Oakes’ this week.
Al. Withey saw three crows January 25, l e y L a k e s : “ Your bright little sheet
reaches me weekly, and I congratulate
in Lang Plantation.
you for the way you carry it along these
P. Richardsons team is hauling lumber
winter days when the news must be scarce
to Kennebago Lake.
indeed around Rangeley.”
Miss Daisy Haley, of Phillips, is visiting
Game Warden Huntoon is keeping a
at her brother Ernest’ s.
constant watch over territory which in
Large quantities of lumber are being former yeax-s has been the slaughter
hauled to the watermill.
ground of a large number of deer. The
The King’ s Daughters will give their result will be that venison will be a rarity
drama some time in March.
on many tables where it has formerly con
The shafting and machinery is being jfut stituted quite a portion of the winter’ s
food.
into the steam mill for sawing birch.
D A N A ’ S Sarsaparilla is not only thehest
The last Friday of the month governs of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver,
the next month. W hat a lovely February Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, hut if no
we are to have.
benefit, you can get your money hack. The
Isaac Ellis came from Bemis, Saturday, same guanintee applies to D ana ’ s Pills,
where he has been working with his team Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by
for Capt. Barker.
John H aley , Agent. 3m37.
I.
B. Toothaker is clerking at G. A. A pleasant wedding occured at the house
Proctor’s while Mr. Proctor is doing jury of Mrs. Smith in Greenvale, Satux-day
duty at Farmington.
evening, when Miss Lillian Smith became
Bob. McMullen is back on the Phillips Mrs. Arthur Soule. The ceremony was
& Rangeley road. He takes Ed. Roberts’ pex**formed by Rev. H. W. Small. Both
young people ax*e well known in Rangeley
place, who goes on the log train.
and a large circle of friends extend con
Deputy Sheriff Esty and G. A. Proc
gratulations. Mr. and Mrs. Soule left
tor, Esq., who is on the jury, went to
Tuesday morning for South Windham
Farmington to attend court, Monday.
where they will make their home.
Will Grant and Frank Porter, who
Miss Mora Dill has a couple of interest
came out of the woods last week, have ing kittens, one is a coon, the other a
gone to work on the log train at Reding yellow kitten. The amusing part is to see
ton.
them asleep and have someone crack a

Local Paragraphs.

A private letter from Cal Pennock to a
friend in town says that in 1895 there were
108 deaths at the Soldier’s Home in Togus.
Cal seems to be having a good time there,
though he apparently wishes he was in
Rangeley.

peanut. They wake up and run quicker
than they would for a mouse. They seem
to enjoy eating peanuts as much as a
genuine peanut fiend. Miss Mora must
look out or her father will teach them to
eat fiy hooks.

Miss Rachel Pollok, whom the Rangeley Lake House guests pleasantly remem
ber, is now at Hotel Ormand, Ormand,
Florida.
Have you had Will Quimby, of Neal &
Quimby, take your measure for one of
those nobby suits that are made at Oak
Hall in Boston? They are perfect fitting
garments or you need not take them.
The cut used for our supplement last
week was loaned us by Mr. G. W. Mor
ris, of Portland, who publishes guide
books of seashore, mountain and lake,
the most artistic books gotten out in
this State.
Mr. Marble, of the Rangeley Lake
House, has just received a letter from a
New Y ork gentleman, who wishes a cot
tage built to accommodate a family of
six. He wishes it for three months from
June 1. Mr. Marble says he can let half
a dozen cottages the coming season, and
thinks he will have them built. Perhaps
there is no boom in Rangeley!
Mr. G. A. Proctor this week changes
the form of his ad. to a single column.
He tells you of rare bargains in all kinds
of dress goods, and groceries at bottom
prices. You must remember that a week
from Friday is St Valentine’s Day, and
it is leap year also. The girls can send
valentines as well as the boys. Just
look at P roctor’ s choice selection.
Mr. A. F. Hilton, the engineer who has
been looking up railroad routes, came out
from Kennebago over the Richardson
Brothers’ buck-board road. It is under
stood that he is of the opiqion that a
road to Kennebago following generally
that line would be better than any line
looked at. It would pass through more
timber land, over easier grades, but
would make a longer haul to reach the
Redington mill.
The Bangor Industrial Journal is well
filled each week with Board of Trade re
ports from all parts of the state. It looks
as if every town, having a Board, is full
of enthusiasm. New projects, for the ad
vancement of the town or city, are being
discussed, and many are x-eaping the bene
fits. Rangeley should manifest spirit in
the location of the Kennebago railroad.
If it is to be built let us have the starting
point here.

Ed. Grant and Rufe Crosby returned
from Seven Ponds Wednesday.
Little Miss Florence Barker, whose fin
ger was severely injured a short time ago.
is getting along nicely.
Those A 1 masons, the Messrs. Thomas,
of Farmington, are at work this week on
the new Mountain View House.
Mr. and Mrs. White Butler are absent
during court. He is on the grand jury and
Mrs. Butler is visiting in Wilton.
Neal & Quimby change their advertise
ment this week and offer many bargains
which will pay you to investigate.
Andrew Haley, who is * building the
Rangeley Lake House, says he thinks he
will have to build a house for himself in
town. He has work enough ahead to
keep his crew of workmen busy till next
winter’ s-snow flies. There are Mr. Mar
ble’ s cottages, Mr. Greene’ s hotel at
Coplin, Mr. Haixo’ s three stoi’y block, and
large stable.
Samson was a strong man, but there is
another Strong man who is living at the
present time. He has been a resident of
this vicinity, so the story will have a
local interest. He has lived in Phillips
also. Was a speculator in veal calves,
drove about the country with a calf rack,
when he could get at it without climbing.
He is a great joker, devotes much of the
time, when he should be asleep, to study
ing some game he can play on “ the other
fellow.” H« is fond of a joke, provided
that, too, is on the “ other fellow,” but
jokes, like chickens, come home to roost
occasionally. It wrnsn’ t a long time ago,
just before the snow came, he visited a
friend in Phillips, remaining over night.
The next xnorning he ran out his wagon,
and while the horse was being hai’nessed,
the family were attentively listening to
his pleasant remarks and hearty invita
tions to “ come dotvn and make us a visit.”
When everything was ready to “ hitch up”
he led his horse to the wagon and backed
him up—all the time talking—then he
reached down for the thills, when, lo! and
behold! he had backed up to the wrong
end of the carriage! Well, there hasn’ t
been a man in Phillips (since he moved
away) that was so badly used up as he
wdxen he saw what he had done. His
parting w^ords were, “ Bless my Soule, I’ ll
go home and Den up.”

The Junior Christian Endeavorers gave
an entertainment in the church vestry
A LOG DEPOT.
Fxfiday evening which was enjoyed by a
large number of young people and their
A Unique Departure from Railroad Con
parents and friends. The program was
ventionalities at Bemis.
as follows:
The Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes
Recitation,
Florence CarltTon.
Recitation.
Guy Hinkley. Railroad company are to have one of the
Song,
By tw o boys and tw o girls. most picturesque depots in the State, at
Recitation.
Lynn Carlton.
their terminus at Bemis. It is to be 20 by
Dialogue.
Ernest Hinkley and Olive Esty.
40 feet and built of peeled spruce logs. As
Song,
By members o f Junior Society.
Capt. Barker is doing the work, every one
Recitation,
Lumlla Lamb.
Recitation,
Prudence Richardson. knows that it is sure to be a beauty.
Song, Ilda Huntoon and Prudence Richardson. There is to be a bay window, also built of
logs, for the Agent’ s room. It is proposed
Recitation,
Harold McCard.
Recitation.
Ilda Huntoon. to build a building for baggage, fifteen feet
Tableau.
Land of Nod. square, from logs.
The following is an extract from a very
pleasant letter x’eceived this week from
Mr. James E. Scott, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
one of the proprietors of Quimby Lake
Camps: “ You should have been with me
yesterday. I took a trip down to the
stranded American Liner, “ St. Paul” on
the Long Branch sand and I tell you it is
a sight. One of the largest and finest
steamships in the world lying there help
less within a stone’ s throw of the shore.
I was just thinking if she- set in Quimby
Pond with her nose up to the camps, a
fellow would not have to row very far
from her stern to step on the other shore.
Well, I suppose with the moving of the
Rangeley Lake House, your main street
has changed its looks, and one would
hardly know it, but I certainly think, as
you often say in your paper, that Rangeley is bound to come up, and that fast,
and I hope it will. It is a little late, but
guess it will go in my extending to you
and “ R a n g e l e y L a k e s ” the compliments
of the season.”

Qnittiby D istrict.
Mr. Leon Haley has gone into the
w oods for J. R. Toothaker, with his
horses.
Mr. Fremont Kimball is yarding for
Mr. Jacobs.
Mr. Ora Haley had the misfortune to
lose a horse last week.
This makes
three horses and one cow that he has
lost within a year.
P. A. Q.

M A R R IE D .
Greenvale, Saturday, Feb. 1st, by Rev. H .W .
Small Mr. Arthur Soule, of Strong, and Mis<
Lillian Smith, of Greenvale.

D IE D .
Phillips. Jan. 22. Stephen Kempton. aged si
years.
Phillips Jan. 25, Florence Agnes, youngest
child of Mr. and Mrs George Brown, aged l
year 11 months.

